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Placed, non-placed and anaphorically placed expressions

Elisa Di Domenico

This paper investigates the properties of the so-called Tense/Person
Correlation, i.e. the co-occurrence of a Tense indication and a Person indica-
tion found in Finite Clauses in inflectional languages. The proposal is that
the Tense/Person Correlation is a syntactic device employed to convey
Displaced Reference, a fundamental property of human language. In particu-
lar, it is proposed that the Person feature is the one able to relate the sen-
tence, with its Tense, to the speech event, signalling coincidence or non-coin-
cidence with it. Support for this idea is mainly found in Imperative Clauses,
which lack Tense/Person inflection and cannot be displaced, i.e. interpreted
not in coincidence with the speech event in the relevant dimensions. A pro-
posal concerning the internal organization of the ‘Placement Layer’ is pre-
sented.*

0. Introduction 

It has been noted by many that the morphological expression of
Tense is strongly interrelated with the morphological expression of
Person. As stated in Greenberg’s Universal 30 (Greenberg 1963), for
instance, if a language has Person-Number categories, it always has
Tense-Mood categories. On independent grounds, within a tradition
stemming from Reichenbach (1947), it has been proposed that Tense
must be related to the speech event for its interpretation.

More recent studies have introduced the notion of anchoring: for
Enç (1987) Tense must be anchored, while Bianchi (2000, 2001) and
SigurDsson (2001) have underlined the fact that Person features, too,
are anchored to the speech event. The proposal I outline here is that
the Tense/Person Correlation (i.e. the co-occurrence of a Tense feature
and a Person feature) is what allows sentences to be anchored, and
that sentences anchoring (or ‘placement’, the term used here) is the
device necessary to implement a property of human language:
Displaced Reference.

In Section 1 I discuss Displaced Reference, i.e. the linguistic
property which enables us to talk about things that are distant from
us (Hockett 1958; Chomsky 1997).

In Section 2 I outline the basic idea of this work, namely that the
Tense/Person indication found in Finite Clauses in inflectional lan-

 



guages has the function of placing and displacing what is said with
respect to the speech event. I propose a characterisation of the
Inflectional (Placement) Layer, organised in a hierarchy of Displaced
Reference- oriented projections. Similarly grounded is a typology of
pronominal and non-pronominal subjects that occupy these positions.
Evidence is provided to support these claims. Finally, since a
Tense/Person indication may lack in Embedded Clauses, I assume
that Embedded Clauses can be Anaphorically Placed, i.e. placed with
respect to the main clause’s Placement Layer. This is in turn related
to the positive or negative value of Fin°.

Section 3 is dedicated to Imperative Clauses. I show that they
lack both Tense/Person inflection and the possibility of conveying
Displaced Reference: they are Non-Placed expressions. As a conse-
quence, they are identified with the speech event as far as the rele-
vant coordinates (Tense and Person) are concerned. Imperative
Clauses constitute therefore a strong support for the basic idea pro-
posed here. With respect to clausal architecture, my conclusions are
that in Imperative Clauses both FinP and IP are lacking (or inactive).
This analysis is extended to child Root Infinitives and Matrix
Infinitivals. Finally, it will be shown that the presence/absence of the
Placement Layer has some interesting consequences as far as the
nature of subjects is concerned.

1. Displaced Reference

One of the most intriguing peculiar properties of human lan-
guages is what has been traditionally called ‘displacement’. According
to Hockett:

(1) “A message is displaced to the extent that the key features in its
antecedents and consequences are removed from the time and place
of transmission. A great deal of human speech is displaced in this
sense.” [Hockett 1958: 579]

More recently, Chomsky (1997) has described ‘displaced reference’ in
similar terms, namely as:

(2) “Our ability to talk about something that is remote from us in space
or time” [Chomsky 1997: 1]

Displacement (or, better, Displaced Reference, in order to distinguish
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it from ‘displacement’ as ‘movement’), is not attested in animal lan-
guage with a partial exception: bees language. According to seminal
work by von Frisch (1962), bees can perform a dance to talk to their
mates about a certain nectar which is not present in the situation
where the ‘speech event’ takes place. A bee’s repertoire includes at
least two kinds of dance: the Round Dance and the Wagging Dance.
The Round Dance is used for flowers near to the beehive and consists
in right- and leftwards circles. No Displaced Reference is conveyed
through this dance. The Wagging Dance is used for flowers far from
the beehive and is used to transmit an exact description of the direc-
tion and distance of the goal, assuming the beehive as the starting
point and proceeding in the same direction with respect to the sun
that was pursued to reach the food. Besides the many differences in
bees and human Displaced Reference 1 we can start our inquiry in
human language assuming a mechanism that similarly relates what
is said to the speech event.

2. What makes Displaced Reference possible in human language

The ‘Cartographic’ approach to the study of human language
(Cinque 2002, Rizzi, 2004, Belletti, to appear) has revealed the exis-
tence of a universal hierarchy of functional projections. Basically owing
its existence to recursion, this hierarchy represents, according to me, a
further refinement in human language, in that each projection is spe-
cialised to convey a specific meaning slot. The hierarchy consists of
three basic layers which Rizzi (1997) characterises as follows:
– a lexical layer (VP) headed by the verb, in which theta assign-

ment takes place;
– an inflectional layer (IP) responsible for the licensing of argu-

mental features such as Case and agreement 
– a complementizer layer (CP) hosting topics and various operator-

like elements such as interrogative and relative pronouns,
focalised elements etc.

I suggest here that the specific meaning slot of the inflectional
layer is that of implementing Displaced Reference in human lan-
guage.

I assume that, in order to implement Displaced Reference, each
sentence in human language must encode a fundamental information
that makes clear what the relation is between what is said and the
speech event.
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This relation is expressed by signalling in what is said departure
from or identity with the speech event, along two basic coordinates,
i.e. Hockett’s ‘place and time’, or Chomsky’s ‘space and time’ (see (1)
and (2)) but with a slight modification: ‘place’ is not a physical place
of the Earth, but rather the set [speaker and hearer].

Two basic features, Tense and Person, are able to define depar-
ture from/coincidence with the speech event.2 Present Tense and
first/second Person signal a coincidence of what is said and the speech
event. Past Tense(s) and Third person signal a departure of what is
said from the speech event. We thus assume the hypothesis in (3):

(3) Displaced Reference is implemented in human language by connect-
ing a Person feature and a Tense feature of the Infl layer

2.1. The Tense/Person correlation

In languages that overtly show Tense and Person on the verb,
some generalisations have been made in the literature:

(4) Tense specification is strongly correlated with Person specification

(5) An independent, declarative sentence must contain one specification
of Tense.

As far as I know, the generalisation in (4) has been noted for the first
time by Joseph Greenberg, and corresponds to his Universal 30:

(6) Universal 30: If the verb has categories of person-number or if it has
categories of gender, it always has tense-mood categories.
[Greenberg 1963].3

The same fact has been captured by Guéron and Hoekstra (1992) in
the following way:

(7) Un affixe porteur du trait de Personne doit être gouverné par un
opérateur de Temps 4 [Guéron & Hoekstra 1992: 1]

The generalisation in (5) has become widely accepted at least since
Enç (1987).5

(4) and (5) can be illustrated by a number of facts. In sentences
with more than one verbal form, for instance, it is the tensed verb
which is specified for Person; where Tense is left unspecified, Person
is too, as shown in (8), from Italian:
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(8) a. Maria pensa di andare al cinema
M. think3S to go to the cinema
‘M. is thinking about going to the cinema’

b. Maria ha     pensato di andare al cinema
M. have3S thought to go to the cinema
‘M. has thought about going to the cinema’ 

c. Ho       visto Maria andare al cinema
have1S  seen  M. to go to the cinema
‘I have seen M. going to the cinema’

Consider the matrix clause in (8a) and (8b). In (8a) the Tense/Person
indication is on the unique verb (the lexical verb). In (8b), the
Tense/Person indication is on the auxiliary verb, but not on the lexi-
cal one. In other words: a) it is not replicated b) it looks like a clausal
rather than a verbal property.

The Embedded Infinitives in (8a), (8b) and (8c), on the contrary,
don’t have a Tense/Person indication.6 They cannot occur as indepen-
dent sentences, as shown in (9):

(9) a. * andare al cinema
to go         to the cinema

This goes with the generalisation in (5), while (4) and (5) together are
in line with (3): an independent sentence in human language must be
related to the speech event in two dimensions, Tense and Person. In
this way the sentence placement with respect to the speech event is
made clear. For this reason, IP is re-named ‘Placement Layer’.

2.2. On the internal structure of the Placement Layer and related ele-
ments

In this section I will investigate the internal structure of the
Placement Layer and of other related elements: subjects and the ver-
bal agreement morphology.

Various kinds of syntactic evidence seem to indicate that their
internal structure reflects the placement-oriented differentiations
outlined above (i.e. indication of coincidence or non-coincidence with
the speech event), at least as far as Person is concerned.7

The data show, for instance, that subjects indicating coincidence
versus non-coincidence with the speech event (i.e. 1st/2nd Person subjects
versus 3rd Person subjects) occupy different positions in clause structure
and that 1st/2nd versus 3rd Person verbal morphology can behave differ-
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ently as far as the licensing and interpretation of null subjects is con-
cerned. Another differentiation emerges from the data, between
pronominal and non-pronominal subjects. I will account for these splits
in a feature structure I propose for subjects, subject positions and verbal
agreement morphology. After an examination of the relevant data (in
2.2.1, 2.2.2 and 2.2.3), I will outline my proposal in 2.2.4.

2.2.1. Subject  positions
Shlonsky (2000) has revealed that in Modern Hebrew different

types of subjects occupy different positions in the clause. Analysing
Copular Constructions and sentences with a ?eyn- negation,8 he iden-
tifies four subject positions.

A lower subject position (Sub2) is considered the Spec of a non-
nominative head and is restricted to non-pronominal subjects.

A higher position (Sub1) is the Spec of a (topical) nominative
head. It may only host strong nominals, i.e. non-pronominal DPs and
coordinated pronouns.9 The two subject positions are occupied by the
two referential expressions of an equative construction such as:

(10) Rina ?eyn-(n)a gveret Levi
Rina neg-3FS      Mrs. Levi
‘Rina is not Mrs. Levi’ [Shlonsky 2000]

In between these two positions, two additional positions are reserved
to pronouns, where we find an interesting split between 1st/2nd

Person pronouns and 3rd Person pronouns. 2nd Person pronouns,
contrary to 3rd Person pronouns, cannot follow ?eyn as shown by the
reduced acceptability of (11.b) with respect to (11.a) and (11.c):

(11) a. ?eyn  hi      gveret Levi
not   she     Mrs. Levi

b. ?? ?eyn ?ani/?at gveret Levi
not    I  / you     Mrs. Levi

c. ?ani/ ?at   ?eyn-ni/ex   gveret Levi
I/ you        not-1S/2FS    Mrs. Levi
‘I / you  am/are not Mrs. Levi’ [Shlonsky  2000]

The hierarchy of subject positions looks as follows:

(12) SUB 1         SUBweak1            SUBweak2 SUB2
DP+ 1st/2nd P pron 3 P pron DP
Coord.
Pron [Shlonsky 2000]
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Interestingly, a similar split is found in the subject-clitics system of
some Northern Italian dialects.

Poletto (2000) isolates four kinds of subject clitics on the basis of
the set of morphological features they encode. Two classes of SCLs
occur higher and two lower than a strong preverbal negative marker.
On the basis of a number of tests, the author shows that pre-negative
SCLs occur in two distinct positions in the CP layer, while post-nega-
tive SCLs occur in two distinct positions in the Infl layer. An addi-
tional position is postulated for the inflected verb, which moves high-
er than T° and lower than the SCLs positions. Leaving aside subject
clitics in the CP layer, as far as clitic positions in the Infl layer are
concerned, it is interesting to note that in most dialects they are
based on a Person differentiation: namely, second Person subject cli-
tics occur in a position which is lower than the one occupied by third
Person clitics, as shown by the Type 3 coordination test (the same
verb coordinated with a different prefix or tense with a shared object)
exemplified below in the dialect of Venice:

(13) a. * Ti      lesi             e       rilesi           sempre el stesso libro
SCL2P  read2PPres and reread2PPres  always   the same  book

b. Ti         lesi             e ti   rilesi           sempre el stesso  libro  
SCL2P  read2PPres and SCL2P reread2PPres  always  the same book
‘You read and reread always the same book’

c. La        lese             e      rilese        sempre el stesso libro
SCL3  read3PPres and reread3PPres  always the same book
‘She reads and rereads always the same book’

[Poletto 2000]

As shown comparing (13 a. b.) and (13 c.), while the second Person
SCL must be repeated, this is not the case for the third Person clitic:
this suggests that the third Person clitic is in a higher position than
the second Person clitic.

This Person split parallels the one found by Shlonsky (2000) for
pronominal subjects in Hebrew, although the order of the two posi-
tions is the opposite in NIds with respect to Hebrew. We’ll come back
later to this latter difference.

Manzini & Savoia (2001), in their analysis of subject clitics in
NIds, have found four positions, preceding IP, that lexicalise different
kinds of subject clitics: the split 1st/2nd Person clitics versus 3rd Person
clitics is confirmed, with the same order as in Poletto (2000).

One final consideration concerns the position of subject clitics
with respect to the XP subject.
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Subject clitics are pronominal heads which may co- occur with
the lexical (or  pronominal) XP subject. The lexical subject is higher
than the subject clitic, as shown in (14) :

(14) La Maria  la           parla
the Maria SCL3P  speak3PPpres
‘Maria speaks’

If we assume, as Poletto (2000) and Manzini & Savoia (2001; 2004),
that the ‘clitic string’ precedes the inflected verb, we also have to
assume that the lexical subject in (14) is not in [Spec, IP].

To sum up, in this sub- section we have seen evidence stemming
from different languages  which shows a split between 1st / 2nd Person
and 3rd Person clitics and pronouns, i.e. a split between elements indi-
cating coincidence (1st/2nd Person)  and elements indicating non-coin-
cidence (3rd Person) with the speech event, that occupy different posi-
tions in clause structure.

The data, however, also introduce a split between pronominal
and non-pronominal subjects.

The split 1st/2nd versus 3rd is also attested in Partial pro- drop
languages, while the one between pronominal and non-pronominal
subjects is confirmed by some agreement phenomena. I examine
these data in 2.2.2 and 2.2.3.

2.2.3. Partial pro-drop
A split between 1st/2nd Person on one side and 3rd Person on the

other is also attested in the so called Partial pro-drop languages such
as Modern Hebrew, where a null subject is allowed in the case of  a 1st

or 2nd Person verbal morphology, but not when the verb is in the 3rd

Person:

(15) a. hu ?axal ?et  ha-tapu?ax
he eatPAST3SM ACC the apple
‘He ate the apple’

b. *  ø ?axal          ?et   ha-tapu?ax
eatPAST3SM ACC the apple

[Borer 1986, quoted in Gilligan 1997]

Similarly, in Finnish the 3rd Person singular verbal morphology fails
to identify a null pronoun, which can be interpreted only as indefinite
(Hakullinen & Kartunnen 1973, quoted in Gilligan 1987):
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(16) a. huomenna klo 5 hän vo-i nukkua
tomorrow     at   5 3S    canPAST3S sleep
‘Tomorrow at 5am he/she can sleep’

b. huomenna klo 5  vo-i nukkua
tomorrow     at   5   canPAST3S sleep
‘Tomorrow at 5am one  can sleep’

2.2.3. Agreement  patterns
The data of subject positions presented in 2.2.1, as we have seen,

also suggests a difference between pronominal and non-pronominal
subjects, there expressed in terms of different positions occupied by
the two subject types. A similar difference is found in some agree-
ment phenomena attested for instance in Standard Arabic and in
some Italian dialects, where a non- pronominal post-verbal plural
subject co-occurs with a singular verb:

(17) a. Naama              l- ?awlaad -u  Standard Arabic 
sleepPass3MS  Det-boy-MPl [Aoun, Benmamoun & Sportiche 1994]

b. ?al- ?awlaad-u  naamuu                 
Det-boy-MPl         sleepPass3MPl
‘The boys slept’

(18) a. i     fants       i venan dopo Casaccia [Manzini - Savoia 1998]
the children SCL come afterwards

b. dopo          al   ven     i     fants
afterwards  SCL  come the  children
‘The children will come afterwards’

(19) a. Questo lo fa     sempre i bambini          Ancona [Cardinaletti 1997]
this        it does  always the  children

b. Questo i bambini   lo fanno sempre
this    the children  it  do always
‘The children always do that’

c. * Questo lo fa sempre loro
this           it does  always they

This agreement pattern is possible only with a non-pronominal sub-
ject: in the varieties examined here, it is impossible with a pronomi-
nal subject, even in the 3rd Person ( 19.c).10

A similar phenomenon occurs in Belfast English, as shown in
(20); named Singular Concord, it is optional, and it is not sensitive to
the order of verb and subject.11
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(20) a. These cars go/goes very fast Belfast English (Henry 1995)
b. The eggs are/is cracked
c. *They goes  very fast
d. * They is cracked

These data strongly support the idea that there is a difference
between pronominal and non-pronominal subjects, and that this dif-
ference is relevant for the grammar.

2.2.4. Refining the Placement Layer and related elements
The data examined in 2.2.1, 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 show a split between

1st/2nd Person and 3rd Person and a split between pronominal and non-
pronominal DPs. I will now take these facts into account in the struc-
ture I propose for the three elements related to the Tense/Person
Correlation: subjects, subject positions and verbal agreement mor-
phology. The structure of these elements appears variegated and
their matching does not show a linear one-to-one correspondence.

Let’s start with the analysis of subjects. The feature structure I
propose for different kinds of  subject is given in (21):12

(21) a. 1st Pers Pron b. 2nd Pers Pron c. 3rd Pers Pron d. Non-pron DPs
IN IN OUTPerson OUT NonPers
Person Person Person (Definiteness)   
Speaker Addressee (Animate) Number
(Augmented) (Augmented) (Augmented) (Animate)

As shown in (21), I introduce a first differentiation between subjects
indicating participants or non-participants in the speech event. The
first are endowed with what I call an IN feature, and correspond to
1st and 2nd Person pronouns. The latter are endowed with an OUT fea-
ture. Among them, I assume a further differentiation between what I
call OUT/Person subjects  and OUT/Non Person subjects. The first
correspond to 3rd Person pronouns, the latter to non- pronominal DPs.
Many authors, following Forchheimer (1953) and  Benveniste (1966),
consider 3rd Person as absence of Person. Here I suggest that 3rd

Person is not absence of Person, but rather a Person which does not
participate in the speech act. In all other respects, it is a Person fea-
ture: a 3rd Person pronoun is an indexical exactly as a 1st or a 2nd

Person pronoun, and, in the same way, it has no fixed reference. All
pronouns ( but not non- pronominal DPs) share a Person feature
which has to do with their referential properties, while the difference
between 1st/2nd and 3rd Person pronouns is characterised as an
IN/OUT difference.
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‘Augmented’ means ‘plus someone else’. This feature, originally
proposed by Harley & Ritter (2002) for languages without Number
but with plural personal pronouns, is here assumed to hold universal-
ly. The idea is that ‘plurality’ of pronouns does not entail true
Number: in (21) Number is indeed a feature of the OUT-Non Person
type only, i.e. of non-pronominal DPs. Harley & Ritter (2002) assume
that there is no genuine 1st person plural since we never speak in
choruses. Manzini and Savoia (p.c.) extend a similar claim to 2nd per-
son, arguing that ‘we’ is not the plural of ‘I’ and ‘you’ is not the plural
of ‘you’ in the same sense as ‘chairs’ is the plural of ‘chair’.13 Here I
suggest that, similarly, ‘they’ is not the plural of ‘he’ or of ‘she’ in the
same sense as ‘chairs’ is the plural of ‘chair’. More precisely ‘they’ is
‘he plus someone else’ and not ‘several instances of he’, in the same
sense in which ‘we’ is ‘I plus someone else’ and not ‘several instances
of  I’.14 This matches with the observation that, at the morphological
level, in many languages there are different roots for the ‘singular’
and ‘plural’ form of a personal pronoun, as in English I and we.
Assuming here a neutral position as to the way in which pluralisa-
tion is implemented (syntax versus lexicon), I assume, with the sup-
port of morphological evidence, that I and we, and, in general, the sin-
gular and the corresponding plural form of a pronoun, correspond to
different lexical entries.

These different kinds of subjects occupy different positions in the
Placement layer. The architecture I propose for the Placement layer
is based on the already mentioned idea that this layer is the locus in
clause structure where Displaced Reference is conveyed, i.e. the locus
where what is said is related to the speech event with respect to time
and to the set [speaker + hearer], the participants  in the speech
event. Leaving time aside for now, with respect to the set [speaker+
hearer], the position for 1st and 2nd Person pronouns  signals a coinci-
dence between the speech event and what is said. I call this position
‘IN’, assuming that this is the position for subjects endowed with the
IN feature, as shown in (22):

(22) IN OUT/Person OUT/Non Person
1st /2nd Pers pron 3rd Pers pron Non-pron DPs

Non-coincidence of what is said and the speech event is signalled in
two different positions, one for OUT/ Person subjects (i.e. 3rd Person
pronouns) and one for OUT/ Non Person subjects (i.e. non-pronominal
DPs).

The positions in (22) parallel three of the positions proposed by
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Shlonsky (2000), namely IN corresponds to Shlonsky’s SubWeak1,
OUT/Person to SubWeak 2, and OUT/Non Person to SUB2.

IN and OUT/Person may be replicated to the left to host the
clitic string. One consideration concerning the respective order of IN
and OUT/Person is necessary at this point, since subjectc clitics in
Northern Italian dialects display a reverse order than the one found
in Hebrew Copular Constructions. We might hypothesise that the
order of these two positions is language specific, or that subject cli-
tics, for an unknown reason, display a reverse order with respect to
the position for the verbal head. For the time being, I assume a hier-
archy like (22) but with the extra assumption that the respective
order of  IN and OUT/Person might be different in some cases.15

Finally, as far as Shlonsky’s SUB1 is concerned, my idea is that
it corresponds to a higher position where non- pronominal DPs might
move for reasons not related to the Placement Hierarchy. Possibly, it
corresponds to the position called ‘Subject of Predication’ by
Cardinaletti (1997; to appear). This is the position, I assume, occu-
pied by the lexical subject cooccurring with subject clitics, as in (14)
above.

As far as the difference between pronominal and non-pronomi-
nal subjects is concerned, I have characterised this difference assum-
ing that non-pronominal DPs are not endowed with Person but share
with 3rd Person pronouns the feature OUT. Furthermore, I have
assumed that pronouns are not endowed with a Number feature but
with an Augmented feature (which in turn triggers plural agree-
ment). The further assumption that is necessary to explain the fact
that agreement with a non-pronominal subject may lack Number
(2.2.3), is that Number agreement and Person agreement are differ-
ent kinds of agreement and that, in the absence of Person (as is the
case of non- pronominal subjects) agreement relies on Number. More
specifically, Number agreement requires strict locality [Spec, head]
also after Spell-Out.16 It is clear that inverted subjects cannot be in
the Spec of the same projection of the verbal head. As far as subjects
in Belfast English are concerned, we can assume that they too are
not in the Spec of the same projection of the verb, but in the Spec of a
higher projection.17

Languages thus differ parametrically in this respect: they may
activate or not Number agreement with non-pronominal DPs. This in
turn may be due to some property of agreement: in some languages
agreement considers only the upper labels and so treats OUT sub-
jects all alike, while in others it is sensible to the internal feature
array and hence activates Number agreement (with its specific
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requirements) in case of subjects endowed with true Number. I leave
this question open for future research.18

I have started this section with the proposal that Displaced
Reference is implemented in human language by placing what is said
with respect to the speech event in two dimensions, time and partici-
pants, corresponding to two features, Tense and Person, which, as
shown in Section 1, are strongly correlated. The further step has been
to assume (and verify, as far as Person is concerned) that coincidence
or non coincidence between what is said and the speech event is a
significant information encoded in arguments (21)  and in clausal
projections (22). The data  (concerning, however, very marked con-
structions) have confirmed the split between 1st /2nd Person on one
side and 3rd person on the other, and  introduced  one  between pro-
nouns and non-pronominal DPs. These splits receive a natural expla-
nation if we assume that they are Placement oriented. Thus, 1st and
2nd Person have an ‘IN’ feature; 3rd Person has an ‘OUT’ feature which
is shared by pronouns and non-pronominal arguments. Furthermore,
all pronouns (but not non-pronominal DPs) share a Person feature
which has to do with the referential properties of pronouns, namely
characterising them as indexicals. A feature array as the one pro-
posed in (21) is at the base of the differentiation of subjects.
Assuming that the data of Shlonsky (2000) can be generalised to all
sentences, and that the split found among clitic subjects (Poletto
(2000); Manzini & Savoia (2001)) is replicated for the verbal inflec-
tion portion of clause structure, we are allowed to say that an analo-
gous feature differentiation corresponds to different positions for sub-
jects in clausal architecture: this is what I call the Placement Layer.
The positions in the Placement Layer do have interpretive content, so
there is no principled reason to exclude them from clausal architec-
ture.

Let’s  consider now what seems to be the third side of our coin,
i.e. verbal agreement morphology.

I claim that verbal agreement morphology does not directly
reproduce the feature array in (21) and (22) but rather makes use of
(at least):
– a unique (3rd Person) suffix to match all OUT subjects and posi-

tions (whether Person or Non-Person).
– a unique (plural) suffix to match both Augmented and Plural

subjects.
In this part of the work, I have not considered Tense, leaving for

future research a precise re-interpretation of Tense Projection(s) in
terms of its/ their signalling coincidence or non-coincidence in time of
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what is said and the speech event. Since one might have non coinci-
dence in time and coincidence in participants (and vice-versa), one
possibility to explore is that Tense and Person are not projected
under the same head, in line with the Split-Infl hypothesis (Pollock,
1989).

2.3. Anaphoric Placement

Up to this point, we have established that matrix declarative
clauses are endowed with what we call the Placement Layer, with its
internal structure detailed in 2.2, which corresponds to the layer in
clause structure where the sentence is related to the speech event
(2.1).

One final point I would like to reconsider briefly is that the
Placement Layer is not necessarily present in embedded clauses,
which may be finite (23.b) or not (23.a):

(23) a. [Maria
i
pensa [di [PRO

i/*j
andare al cinema]]]

M. think3S to go to the cinema
b. [Maria

i
pensa [che [PRO

i/j
andrà al cinema]]]  

M. think3S that             will go to the cinema
c. [Maria

i
pensava      [di [PRO

i/*j
andare al cinema]]]

M. thinkPAST3S to go to the cinema

I assume that non-finite embedded clauses (23.a) derive from a nega-
tive value of their Fin°, while finite embedded clauses like (23.b)
derive from a positive value of Fin°.19

In other words, a sentence’ Placement Layer is selected by Fin°
[+fin]. When Fin° is [-fin], the Placement Layer is not selected, and
the sentence must necessarily be dependent, i.e. depend on another
sentence’s Placement Layer.20 I call the latter ‘Anaphorically Placed’
sentences. They include at least Embedded Infinitives and, with some
differences, Subjunctive Clauses. As shown in (23) they reveal that in
the absence of the Placement Layer it is impossible to have an overt
and referentially independent subject.21 Tense interpretation, fur-
thermore, is related to the tense of the main clause rather than to the
speech event (23.a; 23.c).

To deal extensively with Anaphoric Placement is beyond the
scope of the present work.22
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3. Placed and Non-Placed expressions: On the structure of Imperative
Clauses

One of the claims I made in the previous section, is that the
Placement Layer characterises matrix independent clauses and may
lack in embedded clauses. Some matrix clausal types too, however,
look as not having a Placement Layer, as for instance Imperative
Clauses  

(24) a. Prendilo!
b. Take- it!

(25) a. Parla!          (Italian)
b. Speak!

In this section I analyse Imperative Clauses drawing mainly on
three languages: Italian, English and German. A first, preliminary,
consideration concerns a distinction between real imperatives and
suppletive forms.

3.1. Real and Suppletive Imperatives

3.1.1. Imperatives in Italian
Rivero (1994) and Zanuttini (1997) use the term ‘true impera-

tives’ to refer to imperatives with a dedicated form, distinct from any
other verbal form used for the same person in any other verbal
paradigm. True imperatives are found in many languages. Taking
Italian, (26a) is a true imperative, while (26b) a ‘suppletive’ one, as
shown by the comparison with the corresponding indicative form (27):

(26) Imperative
a. Canta!
b. Cantate!

(27) Indicative Italian
a. Tu canti
b. Voi cantate

In Romance in general, true imperatives correspond to second person
singular imperatives, with the exception of  Sardinian and Spanish,
where second person plural (as well as singular) imperatives have a
dedicated form, as shown in (28) and (29) for Sardinian:
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(28) Imperative
Kánta!
Kantáte!                                                  

(29) Indicative Sardinian
a. Tue kantas
b. Vois kantaes

According to Zanuttini (1997) true imperatives consist of the verbal
root and the thematic vowel, while suppletive imperatives consist of
the root, the thematic vowel and some other suffix:

(30) a. Parla!  
speak!

b. Parlate!
speakPL!

c. Parlare                     
speakInf.

In the example above, -a- is the thematic vowel. True imperatives dif-
fer from other verbal forms in the amount of morphological specifica-
tion they exhibit: While in some cases they may have an agreement
morpheme (the second person plural in Spanish and Sardinian,
which is a true imperative) they never exhibit morphological marking
for tense and aspect. I would like to suggest that the ‘agreement’ mor-
pheme of Spanish and Sardinian is rather a ‘number’ morpheme 23

and propose a more radical view of true imperatives: they don’t
exhibit morphological marking for person as well as for tense.

Another  peculiarity of true imperatives is that in some
Southern Italian varieties they may appear, as suggested by Floricic
(2000), in a truncated form with respect to the corresponding indica-
tive, a property shared by the vocative proper name that can co-occur
with them:

(31) a. tie’/tieni   
‘have it!’

b. vie’/vieni
‘come!’

(32) Lucì/Lucia

(33) a. Lucì, vie’ qua!
‘L., come here!’

b. *Lucì vie’ da Milano
‘L. comes from Milano’
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I take the possibility of truncation as another sign of the absence of
inflection: it is conceivable that the final portion  of the imperative
verb can be truncated in that it does not contain otherwise unrecov-
erable inflectional information.

In Italian, suppletive forms of various kinds are used with the
illocutionary force of the imperative:
• An indicative is used with the second person plural (as shown in

(26)), or with the first person plural in its inclusive meaning, i.e. in
case of a 2nd person feature when there is not a dedicated form 24

(34) Cantiamo!
Sing1PL

• A subjunctive is used when an imperative-like force is to be con-
veyed to a verb in the third person (singular and plural), i.e.
when there isn’t a dedicated form and a second person feature is
not concerned:

(35) a. (Che) canti!
(That) sing3Ssubj
‘Let him sing!’

b. (Che) cantino!
(That) sing3PLsubj
‘Let them sing!’

In some cases, however, the subjunctive can substitute the indicative
(but never the true imperative), when we want to give imperative
force to a modal, which is impossible with a true/indicative impera-
tive (as we shall see in (54), (55), (56)):

(36) a. Vogliatevi            bene 
WantPLsubjCL2PL goodness
‘Love each-other’

b. *Vogliti bene
WantPLsubjCL2PL goodness
‘LoveS  yourself ’

An infinitive is typically used to negate a true imperative, but also to
substitute a positive imperative giving it a sort of impersonal mean-
ing (sometimes quasi- idiomatic):

(37) Non cantare!
Not   singINF

‘Don’t sing!’
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(38) Circolare! 
CirculateINF

‘Keep off! / Go away!’ (instead of the usual meaning ‘move’ referred
to liquids or vehicules)

(39) Muoversi!
MoveINF.REFL.CL

‘Hurry up!’    (instead of the usual meaning ‘move’)

3.1.2. Imperatives in German and English
Although in the literature concerning Germanic languages we

don’t find a distinction between true and suppletive imperatives, the
second person singular and plural has an imperative form in many
languages of this family. This imperative verb, according to Platzack
& Rosengren (1998), is formed by the bare verb stem, in some lan-
guages augmented with an agreement morpheme, as in German:

(40) Hilf  (du)    mihr!
Help (youS) me

(41) Helft    (ihr) ihm!    [Platzack & Rosengren 1998]
HelpPL (youPL) him

Again, I take the view that this morpheme is a number morpheme,
rather than an agreement morpheme.

German has an infinitive/indicative form which can be used for
the first person plural and for the ‘polite’ second person (Sie):

(42) a. Gehen wir!
go         we
‘Let’s go’

b. Gehen Sie!
Go         she/them
‘Go!’ (polite form)

In English, we have a bare stem for the imperative in the second per-
son (singular and plural)

(43) Go!

For other cases, the suppletive form is rather a ‘periphrastic form’ (let
+ accusative pronoun + verb stem):
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(44) a. Let’s go
b. Let him go

Another possibility is to use a Do- imperative, as shown in  (45). Two
properties of this construction look interesting: a) first, it is very bad
with the second person pronoun (you), as shown in (45.b); b) second,
although used with the impersonal someone, do cannot carry a third
person inflection, as shown by the ungrammaticality of (45.c):

(45) a. Do someone telephone him!
b. ??/* Do you help him!
c. * Does someone help him!

3.1.3. Summary
Summing up, we can draw a distinction between Real and

Suppletive imperatives cutting across imperatives in all the three
languages examined.

Real imperative verbs in all these languages consist in a mor-
phologically meagre form (bare stem in German and English, stem +
thematic vowel in Italian) whether dedicated or not, with a second
Person feature. They can’t be inflected for Person (since they are only
second person, for other persons there being suppletive forms) nor for
Tense: They are indeed incompatible with  past tense adverbs, as
shown in (46) from Italian:

(46) a. *telefonagli ieri
*telephone-him yesterday

b. telefonagli adesso/subito
telephone-him now

c. telefonagli domani
telephone-him tomorrow [Zanuttini 1997]

An important fact is that, although lacking a Tense/Person indica-
tion, Real imperative clauses can occur in matrix contexts, contrary
to other clausal types containing verbal forms lacking Tense/Person,
e.g. infinitives, which can occur in matrix contexts only when they are
used with imperative force:25

(47) a. Telefona!
telephoneImp

b. *Telefonare
to telephone

c. Telefonare!
Telephone!
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Real imperatives exhibit a number of syntactic properties which I
analyse here below.

3.2. Syntactic properties of Real Imperatives

3.2.1. Negation, modals and questions
As noted by Zanuttini (1996; 1997) true imperatives cannot be

negated by a preverbal sentential negative marker:

(48) a. * Non telefona! Italian
b. Non telefonate!

(49) a. * No habla! Spanish
b. * No hablad!

In English and German, imperatives can be negated:

(50) Don’t call!

(51) Leg dich nicht  in mein Bett!
Lay yourself not    in my      bed
‘Don’t lie down in my bed!’

Han (2001) observes that the directive force contributed by the
imperative cannot be negated: (55) means I require that you not call
and not* I do not require that you call.

With respect to this issue, however, I agree with Luigi Rizzi’s
observation (p.c.) that negation does not take scope over declarative
force as well:

(52) Non dormo.
‘I don’t sleep’

(52) means indeed ‘I declare that I don’t sleep’ and not ‘I don’t declare
that I sleep’. In the end, it seems to me that, as far as negation is con-
cerned, the original observation of Zanuttini (1996;1997) with respect
to true imperatives remains valid, while it is impossible to find a gen-
eralisation concerning the behaviour of real imperatives as a whole.

Real imperatives behave uniformly as far as questioning is con-
cerned, in that they cannot be questioned. The so called ‘Wh- impera-
tive’ (Reis & Rosengren 1992, discussed in Platzack & Rosengren
1998), an imperative clause with a fronted wh-phrase, may be inter-
esting in this respect:
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(53) Wieviel      schätz        mal daß  das Buch kostet!
how much   estimateIMP MP that  the book  cost3s
‘Please estimate how much the book costs!’

[Platzack & Rosengren 1998]

Here the fronted wh- phrase has no influence on the imperative
clause, despite its position. As argued by Platzack & Rosengren
(1998), the reason might be that there is no interrogative feature in
Imperative Clauses, the wh-phrase being fronted for pragmatic rea-
sons.

Imperatives can’t be used with a modal verb:

(54) * Will it!

(55) * Must it!

(56) * Vuommi/Voglimi aiutare!
want-me                    help
* ‘Want to help me!’

3.2.2. Null Subject Parameter exemption
Imperative clauses are exempt from the Null Subject Parameter.

Even in non-Null Subject languages imperative clauses are typically
subjectless:

(57) a. Mangia!    Italian
b. Mange!    French
c. ‘Eat it!’      

This robust generalisation may correlate to another one: imperatives
(contrary to indicatives) can be used with a vocative without a co-
referring pronoun (Moro 2002):

(58) a. Pietro, vieni qui
b. P. come here
c. *P. you come here

(59) a. Pietro, pro sei sempre in ritardo   
b. P. you are always late   
c. *P. are always late 26

In the languages under scrutiny, a subject-like element may appear
in imperative clauses, as shown below:
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(60) a. (Tu) pensa   a   studiare, al     resto pensiamo noi
(you) think    to study, to-the  rest  think            we
‘Take care about studying, we’ll take care of the other things’.

b. Pensaci*(tu), a     studiare! 
Think-to-that     you, to study!
‘Take you care about studying!’

(61) German
Hilf (du) mihr!
Help (you) me
‘Help me!’

(62) Swabian German
(Du) geh nicht dorthin!

[Ute Bonacker, quoted by Platzack & Rosengren 1998]  
(You) go  not   in-there
‘Don’t go there!’

(63) English
a. (You) call the police!
b. Don’t (you) bother him once more     [Platzack & Rosengren 1998] 

This subject-like element is never obligatory, unless focussed.
It is important to notice, however, that there are reasons to

believe that this subject-like element should always be present, at
least for thematic reasons. This means that it should be syntactically
active even when not phonologically realised. Beukema & Coopmans
(1989) have noticed indeed that imperatives with no overt subject dif-
fer from passives in having a syntactically active external argument of
the verb. The anaphor in (64.a) and the control infinitive in (64.c) indi-
cate the presence of an invisible NP in the imperative, which is absent
from the passive, hence the ungrammaticality of (64.b) and (64.d):

(64) a. Tell a story about yourself
b. *A story was written about themselves
c. Leave London [without going to BM]!
b. *London was visited [without PRO going to the BM] 

3.2.3. Embedding
A well established property of Imperative Clauses is that they

cannot be embedded:

(65) a. *I ask you that sit quiet on the chair
b. *Ich bitte dich, daß sitz still auf dem Stuhl

[Platzack & Rosengren 1998]
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(66) *Ti prego di siediti tranquillo sulla sedia

It is true, however, that they can be embedded under certain verbs of
saying:

(67) a. Ho detto siediti! 
b. ? I said sit down!
c. ? Ich sagte sitzt dich!

However, this is probably a different kind of  embedding (traditional-
ly, ‘direct speech’ vs. ‘subordination’), as shown by the improvement of
the written form of the sentences from (67) to (68) and by the agram-
maticality of (69):

(68) a. Ho detto: “Siediti!”
b. I said: “Sit down!”
c. Ich sagte: “Sitzt dich!” 27

(69) a. *Ho detto che siediti!
b. *I said that sit!
c. *Ich sagte daß sitzt dich!

Informally, it seems to me that verbs of saying introduce a speech
event (even if narrated) and this enables embedded Imperative
Clauses to be tied to this speech event for their interpretation.

Imperatives can embed any kind of sentence :

(70) a. Lascialo andare!
let-him    to go
‘Let him go’

b. Digli     che   può                 andare
tell-him that   may3SIndPres to go
‘Tell him that he may go’

c. Digli      che vada
tell-him  that go3SSubjPres
‘Tell him to go’

d. Digli     che   sono           uscita
tell-him that be3SIndPres  gone out
‘Tell him that I’m not in’

3.2.4. Imperative verbs and clitic pronouns
A final property, to which I’ll come back also in the next section,

is the position of the imperative verb with respect to object clitic pro-
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nouns. In the languages under scrutiny here, this property is perti-
nent to Italian only. While in clauses that do not have imperative
force the verb follows the object pronominal clitics, in Imperative
Clauses it precedes them (Rooryck 1992) even though the verbal form
is identical (Zanuttini 1997):

(71) a. Le telefonate    tutti i giorni?
Her call2plInd   all     the days
‘Do you call her every day?’  

b. So               che le    telefonate tutti i giorni
Know1sInd  that her  call2plInd   all   the days
I know that you call her every day

c. Telefonatele tutti i giorni! [Zanuttini 1997]
callImpPl-her all     the days
‘Call her every day!’

Some Northern Italian dialects have subject clitics, which, in declara-
tive sentences, co-occur with the subject. Although Northern Italian
dialects are not part of the languages under scrutiny here, I think it
is worth mentioning that a subject clitic is impossible in Imperative
Clauses, as shown below in the dialect of Verona:28

(72) a. Ti te        magni         la   pasta
you SCL   eatInd.3PS   the pasta
‘You eat pasta’ 

b. Magna la   pasta!
eatImp  the pasta
‘Eat pasta!’

c. Ti  magna    la   pasta!
You eatImp    the pasta
‘Eat pasta!’ 

d. *Ti  te     magna la  pasta!                                    
You  SCL  eatImp the pasta [M. Nicolis, p.c.]

3.2.5. Summary
I summarise now the morphological and syntactic properties of

Real Imperatives, outlined up to now. I have defined real imperatives
as imperatives consisting of a morphologically meagre form (whether
dedicated or not) used with a subject (whether overt or covert) con-
taining a second person feature. Real Imperatives don’t have a
Tense/Person morpheme, I argued, but they can nevertheless be used
in matrix context. They can and they must, we may say, since they
typically cannot be embedded. They cannot be inflected for Person
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and/or Tense, questioned or used with a modal verb. As far as their
‘subject- correlated’ properties are concerned, Imperative Clauses are
Null Subject Parameter exempt (i.e. even in non-Null Subject lan-
guages they typically lack an overt subject); in languages with sub-
ject clitics, these cannot appear in Imperative Clauses; imperative
verbs can be used with a vocative without a coreferring pronoun. The
subject-like element that can appear in Imperative Clauses is never
obligatory, unless when it is focussed. A final property concerns the
position of the imperative verb, which must precede the clitic string.
(73) summarises the properties of Real Imperatives:

(73) PROPERTIES OF REAL IMPERATIVES

i) imperative verbs don’t have a t/p morpheme but can be used in
matrix contexts

ii) they can’t be inflected for person and tense
iii) imperative clauses are Null Subject Parameter exempt 
iv) they can be used with a vocative without a coreferring pronoun 
v) subject clitics cannot appear in imperative clauses
vi) imperative clauses can’t be questioned
vii) they can’t  concern a modal verb
viii) they cannot be embedded
ix) imperative verbs precede the clitic string   

The properties in (73) can be divided in three sub-groups. I maintain
that properties from i) to v) are IP-correlated; properties vi) to viii)
are FinP correlated; property ix) concerns the position of the impera-
tive verb, a question that we must still address in details before we
can give the exact structure of the Imperative Clause.

3.3. The position of the imperative verb 

In Italian, as we have said, the imperative verb precedes object
clitics:

(74) Telefonatele!
Telephone-her!

We have also noted that the subject-like element that may appear in
Imperative Clauses seems to precede or follow the imperative verb:

(75) Tu   porta      la valigia
TOP  
You  takeImp  the suitcase
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(76) a. Portala TU
b. *TU portala

FOC FOC
TakeImp- it you You takeImp- it

To be more precise, it seems that, when the subject-like element is a
topic, it precedes the imperative (75), when it is a focus it follows the
imperative (76).

From this I conclude that the imperative verb in Italian is in a
position which is:

a) higher than the object clitic string (Manzini-Savoia, 2002);
b) higher than  FocP
c) lower than (Spec), TopP  

Let‘s turn now to German (77) and English ( (78) and (79)):

(77) a. Dorthin geh nicht
b. (Du) geh nicht dorthin  (Swabian)
c. Geh (du) nicht dorthin  (all other dialects) 
d. Geh DU nicht dorthin  

go    you not   there
‘Don’t go there’

(78) a. Do SOMEONE help him quickly!
b. Someone do help him quickly!

(79) a. Come here!
b1. No, YOU come here!
b2. *No, come YOU here!

In German, the imperative verb seems to precede the subject-like ele-
ment in topic position obligatorily, as shown in (77.c). A different posi-
tion, in this respect, is occupied by the verb in Swabian German
which follows the topic (77.b). With respect to Focus, the verb appears
higher.

As far as English is concerned, the imperative verb appears in a
lower position with respect to Italian and German. More precisely,
the position occupied by the imperative verb in Italian is the same
occupied by the imperative do in English.

To sum up, the imperative verb in Italian surfaces in a position
between TopP and FocP. I assume that this position is Top°.

In English, the same position is occupied by the imperative do
while the lexical verb stays lower. In German the imperative verb is
higher than TopP.
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This situation seems to reproduce exactly the same cross- lin-
guistic differences observed with respect to verb movement in
Declarative Sentences, as widely attested in the literature: do in
English occupies the same position of the lexical verb in Italian,
while in German, due to the V2 properties of this language, the verb
moves higher.

3.4. The structure of Imperative Clauses

Most current accounts of Imperative Clauses assume that their
structure is the same as the structure of Declarative Sentences, the
difference consisting solely in the fact that the verb, in Imperative
Clauses, moves higher than in Declarative Sentences. These analyses
of  Imperative Clauses (such as Roorick (1992), Rivero (1994), Rivero
& Terzi (1995), Potsdam (1995), Zanuttini (1997) ) do not connect
properties of Imperative Clauses to their structure. Other proposals,
such as Platzack & Rosengren (1998) assume that Imperative
Clauses lack FinP and contain an IP without Tense; Belletti (1999)
assumes a ‘radically empty’ Agr in Imperative Clauses.

Along the lines of these latter two proposals, I assume, for
Imperative Clauses, a structure like (80):

(80) [ForceP      [TopP      [FocP     [VP…]]]]]

As (80) shows, Imperative Clauses lack Fin P. This explains why they
can’t be questioned nor used with a modal verb, properties connected
to FinP (see Platzack and Rosengren 1998). Following a suggestion of
Valentina Bianchi (p.c.), I assume that the lack of FinP is connected
to another important property of Imperative Clauses, namely the fact
that they cannot be embedded. I have assumed that FinP is the locus
where a clause is either connected to previous discourse [-Fin] or to
its own independent Placement Layer [+Fin]: lacking FinP,
Imperative Clauses cannot be embedded (i.e. connected to another
sentence’s Placement Layer) nor contain their own Placement Layer.
We can define Imperative Clauses ‘Non-Placed expressions’. As such,
they are identified with (rather than related to) the speech event.
Hence, they cannot be displaced as far as the relevant dimensions
(Tense and Person) are concerned: they are limited to Second Person
and Present Tense. Lacking the Placement Layer, the restrictions on
the overtness of the subject do not hold anymore: we may understand
the Null Subject Parameter as a condition on [Spec, IP]. Lacking IP
(i.e. a dedicated subject positions), Imperative Clauses in Italian as
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well as in English and German do not impose conditions on the overt-
ness of their subject. This correlates with properties iv) and v) in (73)
above, i.e. with the fact that Imperative Clauses can contain a voca-
tive without a co-referring pronoun, and with their impossibility of
having subject clitics  in subject clitic languages.

I have assumed that Top° is the position where the imperative
verb goes in Italian and the do imperative goes in English, and
where, presumably, the imperative verb in German passes by on its
way to a higher position, possibly Force°, as argued by Platzack &
Rosengren (1998).

This position is only compatible with a verb endowed with a sec-
ond person feature, i.e. an IN, non- displaced feature. 29

Thus far, I have assumed that Imperative Clauses have a struc-
ture where the VP is embedded under the Top/Foc layer and lacks the
Placement Layer, i.e. the FinP- IP cluster.

Given this structure of Imperative Clauses, a crucial point which
remains to be established is whether these Top/Foc projections are
those assumed in the left periphery (Rizzi 1997) or those in the VP
periphery (Belletti 2001).

In Belletti (2001) it is argued that the cluster TopP/FocP which,
according to Rizzi (1997), is part of the Complementizer layer, is also
present in the VP periphery. In Declarative Sentences the higher
FocP is the one that carries contrastive meaning, while the lower car-
ries the meaning ‘new information’:

(81) a. IL POLLO, voglio, non il pesce
the chicken       want1S  not the fish
‘It is  chicken I want, not fish’

b. Ho        mangiato il    pollo
have1S  eaten         the  chicken
‘I had chicken’

c. * Il pollo, ho mangiato
the chicken have1S  eaten

It would be revealing if the focussed element in Imperative Clauses
carried one of the two meanings. It seems to me however that in some
cases it has a contrastive meaning (82) while in others it has a clear
‘new information’ meaning (83):
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(82) a1. Porta la valigia
takeImp  the suitcase

a2. No, Portala TU
no   takeImp- it you

a3. *No, TU   portala
no, YOU take-it

(83) a1. Chi vuoi che telefoni?30

a2. Telefona tu 

This is however not surprising: if we assume the structure in (80) in
Imperative Clauses there is only one focal position which necessarily
has to carry both meanings, while the impossibility of (82a3) may be
due to the fact that the imperative verb in Italian is in Top°, i.e. it
cannot follow the focalised argument.31 I leave this issue open for
future research.

3.5. Extending the proposal

Imperative Clauses display a number of properties that led me
to the proposal, shown in (80), that their structure lacks the FinP-IP
layer. I have assumed that they are Non-Placed, i.e. not related to the
speech event but rather identified with it: as such they are compati-
ble only with a non-past interpretation and with subjects and verbs
endowed with an IN feature.

This analysis supports the basic idea expressed in this work,
namely that the  Inflectional/Placement  Layer, selected by FinP
through the [±] value of Fin°, is the locus in clause structure where
what is said is related to the speech event.32

A natural expansion of this proposal would be to extend (80) to
all other clausal types that lack an overt indication of Tense/Person
but still appear as matrix clauses. The situation, however, seems
more variegated.

First of all, in Section 2 we have been dealing with Copular
Constructions in Modern Hebrew, as in (10), here repeated as (84) for
convenience:

(84)(=10) Rina ?eyn-(n)a gveret Levi
Rina  neg-3FS     Mrs. Levi
‘Rina is not Mrs. Levi’ [Shlonsky 2000]

As we can see, Copular Constructions lack an overt indication of
Tense/Person, a possibility reserved to all sentences in the benoni
(present tense) form in Modern Hebrew:
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(85) Daniela toferet                    smalot
D. sewBENONI.FS    dresses
‘Daniela sews/is sewing dresses’

However, it is precisely Copular Constructions  which  enabled us (in
Section 2) to trace a sharp cartography of Person projections in the
clause. We cannot thus imagine that these sentences lack the FinP-IP
layer as Imperative Clauses do; rather, I assume that they are
Declarative Sentences as far as their structure is concerned, but with
a null auxiliary, as originally proposed by Shlonsky (1997) for benoni
sentences, as shown in (86):

(86) Daniela   Ø toferet smalot 
D. bePRES3SF    sewBENONIFS    dresses
‘Daniela sews/is sewing dresses’ [Shlonsky 1997]

Other sentence types appear as matrix independent clauses with the
verb in the infinitive form, thus, again, lacking a Tense/Person indica-
tion: They are Matrix Infinitivals (87) and child Root Infinitives (88)
and (89):

(87) a. Oh, to forget your anniversary yesterday!
b. Oh, for him to forget your anniversary yesterday!  [Schütze 1997]
c. Io fare questo? Mai!  

Me to do that? Never! [Italian, Rizzi 1994a]

(88) a. Voir l’auto papa
see the car daddy [French, Wexler 1994]

b. Papa shoenen wassen
daddy shoes wash [Dutch, Wexler 1994]

(89) Zähne pussen
teeth   wash [German, Hyams 2001]

Matrix Infinitivals and Root Infinitives share a number of properties
with Imperative Clauses.

As far as Root Infinitives are concerned, their subject, as the
subject of Imperative Clauses, is optional.33 In the relevant corpora,
there are no instances of interrogative Root Infinitives, and, as com-
monly held in the literature, Root Infinitives express the child’s
desire or intentions, rather than describing an ongoing or past event.
Hyams (2001) uses the term ‘unanchored expressions’ to underline
this property of Root Infinitives. Finally, Salustri (2003) has shown
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that in child Italian Imperative Clauses appear in a similar percent-
age as Root Infinitives in child German.34

Matrix Infinitivals too seem to share with  Imperative Clauses a
number of properties, e.g. optional subject and incompatibility with
past tense adverbs especially when they are interpreted as referring
to something  happened:

(90) a. Ah, camminare sulle foglie bagnate!
Ah, to walk      on the leaves wet

b. Ah, aver camminato sulle   foglie bagnate!
Ah, to have  walked  on the leaves wet

c. ?? Ah, aver camminato ieri      sulle foglie bagnate!
Ah, to have walked yesterday      on the leaves wet

Contrary to Imperative Clauses, Matrix Infinitivals typically occur as
questions (87.c). It must be noted, however, that it is a particular
kind of question, maybe not really a question but rather a counterfac-
tual statement.35 Furthermore, as far as their temporal dimension is
concerned, Matrix Infinitivals are interpreted not only as coincident
with the speech event (as in (90)),36 but also as non-defined, undeter-
mined as shown in (87.c). This non-defined, undetermined placement
indication seems to be possible also for child Root Infinitives: see,
among others, Wijnen (1997), where this interpretation seems to be
reserved to Root Infinitives with eventive predicates. This also holds
for Matrix Infinitivals : in Italian they are possible both with even-
tive and non- eventive predicates (as shown in 91.a and 91.b respec-
tively), but the former only allow an undetermined interpretation:

(91) a. Io mangiare carne?
I to eat           meat?

b. Io essere stanca? 
I   to be   tired?

As noted by Wijnen (1997) for Root Infinitives, however, this ‘free-
dom’ is apparent, since it is subject to a sort of contextual disam-
biguation, where previous discourse or context drive their ongoing or
past determination.37 Again, we can extend this claim to Matrix
Infinitivals.

Summing up, we can assume that Root Infinitives and Matrix
Infinitivals, as Imperative Clauses, are Non-Placed expressions, i.e.
lack FinP-IP. Contrary to Imperative Clauses, however, they don’t
need to be identified with the speech event, but can be also  contextu-
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ally (discourse) placed. This possibility may be related to the fact that
their subject and verb don’t have a 2nd Person feature.38

4. Conclusions

In this work I have tried to answer two main questions:
– Why is there a Tense/ Person indication in matrix clauses?
– What happens if this indication is missing?

I have proposed that the Tense/Person Correlation, a require-
ment concerning the verbal morphology of Finite Clauses in inflec-
tional languages, has the function of placing (and/or displacing) a
sentence with respect to the speech event to convey Displaced
Reference. This idea, and the subsequent characterisation of clauses,
is summarised in (92) and (93):

(92) a. An independent matrix clause must contain a Tense/Person spec-
ification (i.e. must be independently placed).

b. In the absence of a Tense/Person indication, an independent
matrix clause is Non-Placed, and is identified with the speech
event (in the relevant coordinates). As such, it cannot be  displaced.

c. Dependent Clauses without a Tense/Person indication are
Anaphorically Placed: they are interpreted, in the relevant coor-
dinates, in relation to the Main Clause’s Placement Phrase.

(93)

Placed Expressions: Matrix and Embedded Finite clauses
Non- Placed Expressions: Imperative Clauses; Matrix Infinitivals;

Root Infinitives
Anaphorically Placed Expressions: Embedded Infinitives;
Subjunctive Clauses

If this line of reasoning is on the right track, then information con-
cerning placement should be information relevant to the grammar,
instantiated in the feature array of arguments, structural positions
and verbal morphology. Concerning the typology in (93), I have pro-
posed that in Finite Clauses the Inflectional Layer (which I have
renamed ‘Placement Layer’) is organised in a hierarchy of Placement
oriented positions whose Spec is occupied by correspondingly differ-
ent kinds of subjects. The typology of subjects and subject positions,
given in (21) and (22), is here repeated for convenience as (94) and
(95):
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(94) a.1st Pers Pron b. 2nd Pers Pron c.3rd Pers Pron d. Non-pron DPs
IN IN OUTPerson OUT NonPers
Person Person Person (Definiteness)   
Speaker Addressee (Animate) Number
(Augmented) (Augmented) (Augmented) (Animate)

(95) IN OUT/Person OUT/Non Person
1/2 Pers pron 3 Pers pron Non-pron DPs

As can be seen, (95) concerns Person features, but it is conceivable
that an analogous placement oriented hierarchy should involve Tense
projections as well. I leave this issue for future research.

Another issue not detailed here is that concerning Anaphoric
Placement: here I have simply mentioned Anaphoric Placement,
assuming that in Embedded Clauses the Placement Layer may be
lacking, in that an Embedded Clause may be independently placed or
not. This is in turn due to the [±] value of their Fin°. When Fin° is [+
Fin] the Placement Layer is selected: the embedded clause is Finite.
When Fin° is [- Fin] the Placement Layer is not selected and the
embedded clause (an infinitive or subjunctive clause, but the typology
is not exhaustive) is Anaphorically Placed, i.e. placed with respect to
the main clause’s Placement Layer. The presence/absence of the
Placement Layer in Embedded Clauses is tied to various properties,
including the possibility/impossibility of having an overt and referen-
tially independent subject and an independently interpreted Tense.

As far as Non – Placed Expressions are concerned, I have been
dealing exhaustively with (Real) Imperative Clauses. Their analysis
has led me to the proposal that their structure lacks both FinP and
the Placement Layer, due to some properties of theirs, summarised in
(73) and here repeated as (96) for convenience:

(96) PROPERTIES OF REAL IMPERATIVES

i) imperative verbs don’t have a t/p morpheme but can be used in
matrix contexts

ii) they can’t be inflected for person and tense
iii) imperative clauses are Null Subject Parameter exempt 
iv) they can be used with a vocative without a coreferring pronoun 
v) subject clitics cannot appear in imperative clauses
vi) imperative clauses can’t be questioned
vii) they can’t  concern a modal verb
viii) they cannot be embedded
ix) imperative verbs precede the clitic string  
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While property ix) concerns the position of the imperative verb, prop-
erty i) to v) are related to the absence of the Placement Layer (Tense
included) , properties vi) to viii) to the absence of FinP. The structure
I proposed for Imperative Clauses is given in (97) (which repeats
(80)):

(97) [ForceP      [TopP      [FocP    [VP…]]]]]

This structure has been extended to other clausal types, such as
Matrix Infinitivals and child Root Infinitives.

To sum up, the compared analysis of Placed and Non-Placed
expressions confirms our initial hypothesis subsumed in (98):

(98) In order to allow Displaced Reference, an independent clause
must be independently placed, i.e. must contain a Tense/Person
indication.39

At this point, however, one final question comes to mind:
– Why is the indication of Tense tied to the indication of Person, as

detailed in 2.1?
The answer I’d like to propose for this question is that Person is

the feature able to relate Tense to the speech event, i.e. to make
Tense deictic.40 As stated in Greenberg’s Universal 30, Tense is
expressed in languages with Person/ Number,41 and in these lan-
guages Person and Tense indication are tied together. An interesting
exception to the Tense/Person Correlation is instantiated by Tensed
Infinitives (as e.g. in Latin), where Tense is expressed without
Person.42 The interesting fact is that, although the Tense of the
embedded clause is overtly expressed, it cannot be interpreted in
relation to the speech event, but only with respect to the Tense of the
embedding clause, as shown by the only possible interpretation of
(99):

(99) Dicebant eum laudaturum esse   eam 
Say3SPast him to praiseFut be   her
‘They said he was going to praise her/
*They said he will praise her’

An overt Person feature (tied to an overt Tense feature) seems to be
necessary to drag Tense out of the anaphoric network and relate it to
the speech event, allowing its non-anaphoric interpretation, thus
independently placing the sentence.43
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To conclude, I will touch a couple of final points.
The fact that Matrix Infinitivals are dis-preferred with respect

to Finite Clauses in adult language, while in child language Root
Infinitives (or Imperative Clauses, according to Salustri 2003) occur
in a higher percentage, suggests that Placed expressions might be
regarded as an evolutionary achievement, maybe in both meanings of
the term, if we assume that ontogenesis recapitulates phylogeny. This
observation is strengthened by the fact that the Tense/Agreement
cluster seems to be an area of difficulty, as noticed in many sub-fields
of linguistics: in aphasia (Friedmann-Grodzinsky 1997); in Specific
Language Impairment (Rice 1994); in Second Language Acquisition
(Prévost & White 2000).44

Another fact that emerges from my analysis is that only Finite
Clauses (i.e. Placed Expressions) seem to obey the Null Subject
Parameter. As we have seen in Section 3, even non-Null Subject lan-
guages like English have optional subjects when the Placement
Layer is missing. We can assume that the Null Subject Parameter is
a condition on the Specs of the positions in the Placement Layer.
Drawing on Rizzi (1986), who suggested a difference concerning the
pronominal/ non-pronominal nature of Person in pro-drop and non
pro-drop languages respectively, and adapting his proposal, I under-
stand ‘pronominal’ as meaning ‘deictic’. In non pro-drop languages, I
argue, the Person feature on verbs is not  deictic enough to place a
sentence with respect to the speech event. In non-pro drop languages,
however, placement of a sentence is possible through an overt subject
(with its IN or OUT feature) in the appropriate syntactic configura-
tion. This explains why this overt subject is necessary only in Finite
Clauses, i.e. only in sentences endowed with their own Placement
Layer. Assuming ‘deictic strength’ as the relevant factor, also partial
pro-drop phenomena  as e.g. those attested in Hebrew  (which does
not allow a null subject with a 3rd Person verb, see 2.2.3 ) receive a
natural explanation, assuming 3rd Person as less deictic than 1st and
2nd Person, being 3rd Person an OUT feature, as we saw in  Section
2.45
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Endnotes

* Parts of this work have been presented at the 26th Glow Colloquium (Lund,
April 2003), at the 4th Asian Glow (Seoul, August 2003), at the 5th Conference on
the Evolution of Language (Leipzig, March 2004) and in seminars and talks given
at the University of Siena and  the University of Geneva. I am grateful to the
audience present in these occasions, as well as to the editors of this volume, for
helpful comments and suggestions. Special thanks are due to  Verner Egerland,
Maria Rita Manzini, Genoveva Pu¹kas, Hàlldor SigurDsson. Finally, I thank
Adriana Belletti, Valentina Bianchi and Luigi Rizzi for their encouragement, their
example and the continuous and widening discussion I could exchange with them
during the preparation of this work. Of course, all errors and shortcomings are
my own.
1 Among other things, place (but not time) is the only dimension in which
Displaced Reference is conveyed in bees language, while location of food is the
only possible ‘subject of predication’.
2 These features are two of the three classical deictic categories: person, spatial
location and time reference, as e.g. in Anderson and Keenan (1985).
3 The formulation of this universal is puzzling if compared to Greenberg’s
Universal 36, which states that if a language has the category of  gender it always
has the category of number. According to Universal 36 languages with gender but
without number shouldn’t exist. As far as I know a language with nominal classes
but without number is Dyirbal (Dixon 1972), where the noun marker that pre-
cedes the noun carries not only the nominal class marker but also case and an
indication of the spatial location of the noun. The verb in Dyirbal is  inflected for
tense (see Di Domenico 1997 for further details).
4 An affix that bears the feature Person must be governed by a Tense operator.
5 See also Bianchi (2001) and the references quoted there.
6 But see Section 3.
7 In this part of the work, I will not concern myself with Tense leaving for future
research a Placement- oriented re-interpretation of Tense projection(s).
8 ?eyn- is restricted to clauses with a present tense or a non-verbal predicate.
Predicates of all tenses can be negated in Modern Hebrew by the particle lo ,
which is insensitive to the tense of the predicate or to its lexical category.
9 Shlonsky argues that coordinated pronouns correspond to strong pronouns of
Cardinaletti & Starke’s (1999) typology. The distinction strong/weak is not mor-
phologically evident in Hebrew, contrary to Italian and other languages. In
Cardinaletti (1997; to appear) a higher subject position is identified, reserved to
strong nominals only. See below.
10 Manzini & Savoia (2001) mention however some Northern Italian dialects
where the relevant difference is not pronominal / non pronominal but 1st / 2nd ver-
sus 3rd. Valentina Bianchi (p.c.) also informs me that she has found one single
Florentine speaker which accepts non-agreement with inverted loro .
11 For other peculiarities of Belfast English Singular Concord see Henry (1995).
12 My characterization of the featural content of different kinds of subjects is not
a feature geometry, in the sense of Harley (1994): in the frame I propose, features
are not hierarchically ordered.
13 The idea that number is absent from 1st and 2nd Person is developed in
Wechsler (to appear).
14 ‘They’ is also endowed with an optional ‘Animate/Human’ feature (in the
absence of Speaker or Addresse). As suggested by one of the referees, either all
the referents are animate or they aren’t:
(i) *they= he and his car.
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15 The order 1st / 2nd above 3rd is also assumed for object arguments by Bianchi
(2003).
16 The idea of two types of agreement is not new: see Balari Ravera (1992) in the
HPSG framework. Here I assume that Number agreement may also concern sub-
ject verb agreement with non- pronominal DPs, and not only DP internal agree-
ment as Concord (the analogue of my Number agreement) does for Balari Ravera.
17 For Henry (1995) subjects in Belfast English occupy Spec, TP.
18 I analyse more in detail these agreement phenomena in Di Domenico (in
prep.a).
19 This, in turn, selected by the superordinate verb.
20 I assume therefore that there is no IP without FinP. This might explain why,
as assumed by Chomsky (2001), TP is not a strong phase.
21 See Bianchi (2001).
22 See Bianchi (2001), Di Domenico (in prep.b).
23 It is maybe relevant in this respect that -s is  the usual plural marker both in
Spanish and Sardinian nominal  morphology.
24 Cantiamo! Can only refer to ‘you, (he) and me’ but not to ‘he and me without
you’. A similar idea is expressed in Belletti (1999)
25 Leaving aside for the moment Matrix Infinitivals which will be discussed in
Section 3.5.
26 See also Section 3.2.4 (ex. (72)) where it is shown that, in languages with sub-
ject clitic pronouns, the subject clitic can never appear in Imperative Clauses.
27 H. Thráinsson (p.c.) mentions me an imperative in Old Icelandic which could
be embedded under any kind of verbs. This imperative also has the peculiarity of
having an obligatorily overt subject. Unfortunately, I haven’t yet been able to
access the relevant data up to this moment.
28 The data in (72) are also relevant for the question of the ‘subject’ of impera-
tives (see section 3.2.2 above).
29 Furthermore TopP is not an agreement position. This might entail that 2nd

Person should be considered a default value since this feature is shared by the
imperative verb and the imperative subject. Interestingly, the restriction to sec-
ond Person holds for the subject, but does not concern the object of real impera-
tive verbs, as shown for instance in (27) here repeated for convenience:
i) Prendilo!

take-it!
We’ll come back later to this property.
30 The example is due to Adriana Belletti.
31 The comparison of two varieties of English could shed some light on this issue.
As noted by Henry (1995), in Belfast English the verb displays movement proper-
ties which appear similar to those of the verb in Standard English as far as
Declarative Sentences are concerned. Namely, the verb occupies a position lower
than frequency adverbs and negation in both varieties:
(i) a. *BE/*SE   He went not away

b. *BE/*SE   He went always away
In Imperative Clauses, on the contrary, the verb moves higher in Belfast English
than in Standard English, since it may appear to the left of the subject:
(ii) a. BE/SE    You go away

b. BE/*SE  Go you away
These facts receive a natural explanation, I think, assuming that Imperative
Clauses occupy the lower portion of clause structure and that, in all clausal types,
the verb in Belfast English is able to move up to Top°, while in Standard English
it remains in the VP, as commonly assumed. Henry (1995) assumes instead a con-
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struction- specific movement (i.e. only in Imperative Clauses) of the verb in
Belfast English.
32 A comparison with the two dances of the honey bee comes to mind: Imperative
Clauses can be compared to the bees Round Dance, used to signal flowers close to
the beehive; when it is necessary to ‘talk’ about distant flowers, the bee places its
dance with respect to the beehive (the Wagging Dance) and the position and dis-
tance of food can be thus calculated. Finite clauses are similarly placed with
respect to the speech event.
33 Rizzi (1994b) uses the term ‘early null subject’ to refer to this phenomenon,
and shows that it is different from the drop of subjects in adult grammatical sys-
tems like Italian, in that it may not occur in embedded contexts.
34 As noted by Guasti (1994), Root Infinitives are virtually absent in child
Italian.
35 A different case is, according to me, the one reported in Rizzi (1994a) and
illustrated below:
(i) Che cosa dire in questi casi?

What to say in these cases
In this wh-question infinitive, (which, according to Rizzi, does not seem to occur
naturally in English), an overt/referentially independent subject is not possible,
as in Embedded Infinitives and not in Matrix Infinitivals:
(ii) *Che cosa io/tu/lui dire in questi casi? 

What        I/you/he to say in these cases? 
I advance the hypothesis that in this construction there is actually a covert modal
under which the infinitive clause is embedded.
36 (90.b) looks like having a past tense indication, namely the Past Participle.
The indication given by the past participle, however, looks for me aspectual rather
than temporal, in that it points to the conclusion of the event described at the
moment of the speech act. This intuition is confirmed by the incompatibility of a
past tense adverb, hence the very low acceptability of (90.c).
37 Of course, this previous sentence need not be produced by the child herself,
but can also be produced by the child’s interlocutor.
38 This analysis is not at all incompatible with the Truncation Hypothesis pro-
posed by Rizzi (1994a) for Root Infinitives, especially if  the TopP and FocP
involved in (80) are the ones discovered by Belletti (2001), i.e those in the VP
periphery. With respect to Root Infinitives, in Di Domenico (2003) I suggest that
they also share important properties with Declarative Sentences in isolating lan-
guages, which, as it is well known, lack Tense/Person indications. My claim there
is that Root Infinitives might indeed be the result of a ‘Chinese-like’ initial setting
of the Nominal Mapping Parameter. Finally, Declarative Sentences in isolating
languages deserve a detailed analysis which I  do not pursue here. See Di
Domenico (2003) where I claim that it is the particular setting of the Nominal
Mapping Parameter (Chierchia 1998) that prevents an overt Tense/Person indica-
tion.
39 With this I mean ‘grammaticalised’ Displaced Reference. Of course spatial and
temporal deictic expressions are able to lexically transmit a certain kind of
Displaced Reference. This kind of  ‘lexical’ Displaced Reference, indeed, is also
possible in Isolating Languages, see footnote 38.
40 Bonomi & Zucchi (2001) remark that the notion ‘point of view’ is not relevant
to Tense. The proposition ‘Event X occurred before Event Y’ does not change its
truth value whatever the temporal collocation of the speaker might be.
41 With the exception of Dyirbal (see footnote 3) and as far as I know, of
Japanese. Interestingly, however in these two languages there is another deictic
feature in the verbal morphology: locative in Dyirbal and honorific in Japanese.
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This may support the idea that Tense indication must be tied to the indication of
a deictic feature such as Person in inflectional languages, or, in the absence of
Person, a locative or honorific indication.
42 The other exception, as far as I know, is instantiated by Inflected Infinitives as
in European Portuguese (Raposo 1987). On Latin Infinitives see Cecchetto &
Oniga (2002).
43 Person, on the contrary does not need a Tense feature to be related to the
speech event, i.e. to be placed. As noted by one of the referees, the interpretation
of individuals mentioned in non-placed contexts such as Imperative Clauses and
Matrix Infinitivals is anchored to the speech event, even in the absence of the
Placement Layer.
44 I deal with these issues in Di Domenico (2004).
45 Another point concerns the nature of null subjects in non-finite main clauses,
i.e. in Imperative Clauses, Matrix Infinitivals, Root Infinitives. With respect to the
subject of Root Infinitives, Rizzi (1994b) has defined them ‘Null Constants’
assuming that they can occur in the specifier of the root.
This analysis, which captures the properties of early null subjects under the
Truncation Hypothesis, is maybe extendable to the null subjects of other non -
finite main clauses: in order to do so, however, either we have to assume that
ForceP is lacking in all non-finite main clauses (so that their subjects are root
subjects) or we have to assume that ForceP does not act as a potential identifier. I
leave these matters for future research.
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